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Customer Reviews
Excellent

Great text!

Good book for writing memorandum! OVERSEA DELIVERY WAS PERFECT. THANK YOU.

You need this book..

Great book!

Item was in good condition a few scribbles on some of the pages but nothing I would lose sleep over. Delivery was prompt, and met my expectations.

I was required to buy this for a 1L research and writing class. The most blovial, long-winded, useless writing one could read. My teacher didn't even like the tips that Slocum suggested - instead
preferring her own, long-winded, blovial useless handouts, which also failed to enlighten aspiring 1Ls. My entire class of 50 stopped reading the book after the 2nd week of a year-long class. The inside pages have 3-ring holes drilled into them, in the mistaken assumption that you would find the pages so indispensable that you would even consider ruining your chances of selling back this tree brick (now with English style squiggles ON EVERY PAGE!).

i think its ok had to buy it b/c of school
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